On the Job
Worksite Visit
a
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uring the worKsite visit, students wiil see the workpiace in
lf\
I !action. This visit should be a hands-on opportunity for students

to bring together the major concepts about work that they

a
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a
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have been learning in the four previous lessons. ln small groups, each
- a chaperone, students will visit and be engaged in a number of
with

workstations at the host company.

a
a

As students meet many different kinds of workers and paicicipate in
activities, they will see the variety of jobs in one company (Lesson 1),
which job they would be most interested in (Lesson 2), the importance
of good work habits and attitudes (Lesson 3), and the role of teamwork
(Lesson 4).
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The teacher, principal, volunteer, and volunteer coordinator need to
work closely to prepare this event. The volunteer coordinator knows
the worksite and which activities can be canied out safely. The teacher
can decide which activities students will find interesting and can help
structure activities to enhance their educational value.
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GOAL
students'
To increase
of a real workPlace
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Lesson Objeetives
After the worksite visit, students will be able to
) describe different jobs they observed in a specific work setting,

)
>

)

explain how the workers contribute to the company,
identify specific exarnples of good work habits and attitudes and
teamwork they observed during their visit, and
describe which job they would be most tnterested in and why.
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Activities
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Summary of Teacher Activities
(page 63)
R"triew and Predict
B*for" the worksite visit, students review the work concepts in the four
previous lessons and discuss what they might see at the company.

O

a

!o
ra

What Did You Learn?

(page fl)
After the worksite visit, students record what they saw at the company and
write thank you notes or a group card to thank the company.

a

!
fot.ional
'',
ActiviQl
!
I

U"fe a Book about the Gompany

(page 65)

StuOents interview the workstation volunteers and tak6 notes. Using this
research students illustrate a book about the worksite visit.

a

Home I
Gonnection ?
a

.
a

*a"=.on i

Summany 3

!

(page 66)
Wonksite Visit Summary
Students complete a worksheet about their worksite visit experience to take
home and share with family members.

t."ting

Obiectives

(page 66)
the Lesson
On a flipchart or other large sheet that can be displayed, the teacher
summarizes how the students have met the lesson objectives.

:
(pase 73)
3 BiBLiOGRAPHY
want
You
may
to
include
from
the
a
book
choice
Bibliography
to
introduce
!r
this lesson or to use in another place in the lesson.
a
a
o
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r
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(page 74)
oROSS-CURRTCULUM GONNECTIONS
To supplement this lesson, you may want to use one or more of the related
activities in Cross-curriculum Connections.

a

! Summary of Volunteen Activities
3 fn" classroom voiunteer can help workstation volunteers
Ia conduct a workstation activity using these handouts.

design and

a

Handouts :

This handout offers the workstation volunteer helpful suggestions for
creating an appropriate activity to do with children.

:.

Workstation Volunteer Checklist
(page 71)
Once they have planned their activity, workstation volunteers use this
handout to make sure they included all the necessary parts and steps.

i
!.
.
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Planning the Workstation Activity for Students (pase 68)

I.

!
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Tips for Gonducting a Successful
Workstation Activity

(page 721
These handy tips will help insure that the workstation volunteer is
comfoftable interacting with children and that the activity is successful.

g6:,:.
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a

Gone
a. a

! Review and Pnedict
a

Act ruICteS !

ffi zo-sb minutns

Before the worksite visit, students review the key concepts from Lessons
1-4 and prepare to look for them in action on the worksite visit. students
then predict what they will see at the company.

Steps
1. Review.
Display the lesson summary sheets from Lessons 1-4. Review what
students learned in each lesson by reading the summaries aloud
or having students read them.
Discuss each point briefly. Explain to the students that when they visit
the worksite, they will observe many of these things in real life.

2. Predict what you will see.
a

materials
aaaaaaaaaaaaoaa
> copies of "What Will
I See?t'worksheet

(pages 7+76)
> lesson summary

sheets from

Lessons 1-4

a

a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a

Z\ T|PS
tor
Teachers

a

a
a
a
a
a

Discuss and list some examples of the points from the first four lessons
that students might see on the worksite visit. For example, ask students:
) (Lesson 1) What jobs do you think you might see at the company?
Why do you think those jobs are important?
) (Lesson 2) Which of those jobs do you think you might like to do?

)

(Lesson 3) What good work habits and attitudes do you think will
be important? Why?

)

(Lesson 4) What work teams do you think you might see in action?

Students complete the "What Will I See?" worksheet. Read the questions
with the students and help them answer as needed. Save this worksheet
to use after the worksite visit in the "What Did You Learn?" activity.

Before the worksite visit...
> Arrange

for transportation to the worksite.

> Line up parent volunteers

to act as chaperones, at least one
chaperone for each group of 4-6 students. (fhe classroom volunteer
can be the chaperone for one group.)

> Have students make name tags

to wear at the worksite.

> Obtain permission slips from parents (p. 13).

'

lf you choose the optional "Make a Book about the Company" activity
and want to use camerels, check with the volunteer coordinator to be
sure that cameras are allowed at the company.

for the names of all the workstation
volunteers so that you can thank them in your thank you letter.

> Ask the volunteer coordinator

Lesson 5: Worksite Visit
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! What Did You Learn?

ffi so-ao minutes

As soon as possible after the worksite visit, schedule time for students to
do this activity. First, students use the worksite visit experience to identify
and understand the key concepts in Lessons 1-4. Then students write a
thank you lelcer to the host company for the worksite visit.

Steps

synthesizing

1. Ask about the worksite visit.
Ask the students what surprised them most at the worksite. Encourage
them to discuss their experiences. Try to recall some of the comments
you may have heard while you were at the worksite. Ask:
> Did the building look the way you thought it would? How did it look?

information,
writing, drawing

matenials

aaoaaaaaaaaaaa
> completed
"\lllfiat Will I See?"

What did it smell like?

>

Did you think there would be more people working? Fewer
people working?

>

Did you see jobs that you didn't know about before? What were they?

2. Return the "What Will I See?" worksheets to the students.
ln small groups, students read their predictions aloud and compare them
to the worksite experiences. Prompt with these questions and any others
you may think of:

worksheets from
"Review and

Predict" activity

> What job did you like?
> What do people need that the jobs

> optional: paper,

markers, crayons
> paper or cards

)

for

thank you letters

give?

)

Were the workers using things they learned in school? What?

>
>

Did you see any good work habits? What were they?
Did you see a team of workers? What were they doing?

On separate paper, students can draw a picture of themselves at the

worksite if they want to.

3. Write thank you letters.
With the whole class, brainstorm ideas about what students might
write in a thank you letter (for example, thank the volunteers who
operated the workstations, thank the company for letting students
visit, and mention one or two memorable experiences).
Decide how students will compose their thank you letters:

)
)
)

one letter from the whole class
one letter from each small group
one letter from each student

Help students write their thank you letters. Encourage them to
illustrate the letters with the photos they took at the worksite (see "Make
a Book about the Company" activity on page 65) or with their
own drawings.
Be sure to send the thank you letters to the company.
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Optional

Activity

:
:

Make a Book about
the Gompany
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Part 1: lnteruiewing a workstation volunteer
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

matenials

ls Your Job?"
worksheet (page 7fl
> optional: disposable

or point-and-shoot
camercr and roll
of film
> paper
> pencils, markers,

crayons

For this optional activity, if it is practical at the worksite, students interview
workstation volunteers and take notes. Afterwards in the classroom,
students create a book to report the information they learned. The
following steps give you guidelines for setting up this activity. Make
any changes that are appropriate for your students and the particular
company you are visiting.

Steps

r€search, talking,
listening, writing

aaaaaaaaaaaaaa
> copies of "What

minutes

15 minutes
1. Explain to students that each group will interview one workstation
volunteer. Be sure each chaperone has one copy of the "What ls your
Job?" worksheet. At some point during ihe worksite visit, all the groups
interview the volunteer at the workstation where they happen to be.
You may want to schedule this activity after each group has visited
one or more workstations.

2. Sharing one worksheet, students can take turns reading the questions
and taking notes about the volunteer's answers. The chaperone can
assist or prompt as necessary and make sure that all the students
participate and all the questions get answered in the time allowed.
3. Take a picture of the volunteer at the workstation (optional). Remind the
chaperone to return the worksheet to the teacher.

Parl2z Gompany book
2O-gO minui"es
1. From the information on the "What ls YourJob?" worksheet, each
student writes the name of one job and draws a picture of the person
doing the job. Allow time for the students to write more about the jobs
if they want to.
2. Help students organize their book by company department. For
example, put all the pictures about the shipping department employees
and their jobs together.
3. Assemble the book. Students can brainstorrn a title for the book and
display it in the classroom.

Lesson 5: Worksite Visit
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HgTr. ! wo"ksite visit summary
F
GOnngCtiOn stro.nts
!
'

..

ol&o

w rc-re minutes

share their worksite visit experience at home white it,s stiil fresh
and they can repor'c many details to their families. lf possible, students
the worksheet as soon as the next crass dav after the

o...:T3*:Fl:
'- -'
Worksite :: ilTiffilil""

copies of "My

Experience"
worksheet'
{pages 7v791

visit

I
3
3

1. Distribute the worksheet "My Worksite Msit Experience" and read it with
tn" students. Allow time for them to complete it in class. lf necessary
invite questions or discussion about what they did at the worksite visit.

i ,. t"

sure students take the worksheets horne. Encourage them to share

i
fr"sson
Summary : "::;:.0"''""ewththeirramiries
Lessonbbiectives

Edta

ffi. rs-zo minutes

! t. On a flipchart or other large display that you can keep and use again
o
later, write the lesson objectives in the form of the following questions.
.
Leave space after each question to write students' answers.
> What different jobs did you see at the worksite?
'
> How do the workers help the company?
:
> What good work habits and attitudes did you see?
:a
r
) What teams of workers did you see?
:
> What job did you tike best? Why?
! e. Witn the whole class, have students answer and discuss each
question. Write a summary of their answers below each question.
I
*.t this information to use in Lesson 8.
j
a
a

:
a

a

:
o
a

:a
a

:

a
a

:
a
a

:
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lntroduction
lf there is time before or after the worksite visit, you may want to read
aloud one of the books from the Bibliography on page 73.

This lesson will be conducted at your company worksite. you will be
working with employees at your company as weil as with the students.
The volunteer coordinator is in charge of the entire worksite visit, but
you are an impodant connection between your company and the school.
During the visit, you can chaperone one of the groups of students visiting
the worksite.
The workstation volunteers may be anxious about working with children,
just as you might have been in the beginning of this program. To make
the workstation voiunteers' job easier', the handouts in this section
are designed to help them create successful activities and workstation
experiences.

a

a
a
a

a
a
a
a

a

Talk to the volunteer coordinator

)

to be sure these jobs are done:
Photocopy and distribute the handouts (pages 68-72) to the

>

workstation volunteers before the students, visit.
Help the workstation volunteers plan activities that will be good for
the students.

a
a
a

Talk to workstation volunteers about your class. Let them know about

a
a

the children's personalities, interests, and any special considerations
so the volunteers can feel comfortable talking to the class.
Anange a place for the groups of students to meet briefly at the end
of the visit.

a
a

a

TiPS
for
Volunteers:

a
a
a

Before the worksite visit...
> Give the teacher a list of all the workstation volunteers.

'

copy and distribute the handouts "Planning the workstation Activity
for Students" (F.68), ,,Workstation Volunteer Ghecklist', (p.71), and
"Tips for Conduc,ting a Successful Workstation Activi\r" (p.72), to
workstation volunteers.

> Plan to save about ten or

ffieen minutes at the end of the worksite

visit to meet wittr the students and ask them what they learned and
what they were surprised to see.

Lesson 5: Worksite Visit
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Handout

Planning the Wonkstation
E ! ActiviQr
for Students

:
a

o
e
......ooo...
Use this n.r,aJui i
to help design your '
workstation activity. o

Thank you and congratulations. Helping students learn about the world of
workisavaluableseruicetoyourcommunity. KAPOW youremployer, and
tne school appreciate the time and work you have put into this effort. We
hope the following suggestions will help you design and lead an activity
that is enjoyable and meaningfulto both you and the students.

!

easics

:
i
:
I
:
!
!
a

> The students are in the first and second grades-most

are ages

six to eight.

> Groups of students will be at your workstation for about
twenty minutes.

> Check with the volunteer coordinator for the number of students that
will be in each group.

t

lt takes about ten minutes for groups to travel from station to station.

!

Designing the activity

!
!a

Here are some suggestions to help you create a successfui activity that
can be done in about twenty minutes with five to ten students.

a

: l.

Ghoose one teaching goal.

a-

I Teach one main point about your work. ln twenty minutes, this is all
! yo, have time for. Crowding too much information into a short time may
o confuse or bore students. To help you decide on a goal, ask yourself
! th"=" questions:
> What needs does your job fill in the company?
:
> What skills do you use?
'
> What do students learn in school that relates to your job?
:a
) Why is your job important?
r
one or two related answers to these questions to help you decide
i
"noo""
goal.
on
a
teaching
3
a
r
Examples of teaching goals
:
> Shipping/receiving/manufacturing: to learn how to pack a box of
:
'
:
:
!
:
:a

your product conectly

> office: to learn that e-mail is used to send important messages
> Accounting: to learn what a check is
> Human resources: to understand that people are hired based on their

>
>

skills and the needs of the job
Marketing: to learn how people make up names for new products
Medical departrnent: to learn why two-way radios in ambulances
ur. important

:
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(continued on next page)

i
a

.
I
!
r
r
!
!

2. Gneate an expenienee.
Plan an activity in which students do something hands-on, with a minimum
of discussion or explanation. lf it's an activity that only one person can do
at a time, such as using a computer or turning on a machine, make the
experience short enough so that everyone will get a turn. Other activities,
such as filling out a job application or writing a "check," can be done by all
tne students at the same time. Here are some elements to consider as you
plan your activity:

a

!

Talking and listening
! fo get students involved, ask questions and listen

!
:
!
:
:
:
!
:
:a
.
!

attentively. Try to keep
the conversation going two ways. Here are a few ideas to help you:

>

ln five minutes or less, introduce yourself and tell the students
in your job.

*hat you do

> Ask them if they know anything about your job

and the skills

it reguires.

> Tell students

what you learned in schoolthat relates to your

joO today.

> Ask students

what they are learning in school and what they

like to do.
lf you can think of a lively story related to the discussion, tell it to
tnu students.

I Hands-on expenienee
. Students will be eager to try something new at your workstation. Even
I tnougn they can't do your job, try to think of how they might get a feel for
I it. Can they knead some dough? Hold some tools? Pick up a finished
! Froduct? Pack a box? Try on a uniform, tool belt, or goggles? Taste or
o smell something unusual? Hands-on experiences encourage movement,
o discussion, and excitement about learning.
Examples of hands-on experiences
I
> Food service: cutting biscuits
:a
) Accounting: reading "invoices" and cutting "checks" in the
r
amount
!
"orrect
> Office: sending e-mail messages and faxes, sorting mail
:
.
> Shipping/receiving: packing or unpacking a product correctly
:

> Human resources: filling out a simplified job

t

application

Medical department: listening through a stethoscope

:
o
a

:
tontinued on next page)

:
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!
!
:
r
:
:
:
o

a

:
!
!
'
.

Problem solving
l'll"ny jobs involve soiving some kind of problem, such as how to do
tne following:

> stack boxes or arrange put furniture

)
t

answer the phone politely

check an invoice to make sure the numbers are added correctly

> speak politely to a customer who has a complaint
> sketch an idea for creating a package
> measure space when moving furniture
Wft"t kinds of problems do you solve? You may be able to create an
activity by taking a problem that you deal with and having the students try
to solve it. Be sure to make the problem simple. Check with the volunteer
who works with the students to see if the problem is appropriate.

a

!
:
I
:
:
!
:

Examples of problem-solving experiences:

> Marketing: make up a name for a new product or make up ideas
for commercials

> Accounting: use play money to demonstrate what a profit is
> Manufacturing: use simplified maps to determine the shortest
routes to distribute products or allow students to stack empty
O"xes in various ways to see which is most efficient

a

!
I
!
:r
!

Visual expenience

:

3. Keep it safe and sirnple.

a

o
:
:
:
'
r
:

A visual experience will help students learn your teaching goal. What
is visually interesting about your work? Can you show pictures, images
on a computer, unusual equipment, machinery, or work space? Showing
students something new and interesting is a good way to create excitement
and discussion about your job.

Once you have decided on an activity, divide it into simple steps.

>
>
>

!
'
.
70

""

Practice the activity by following your own directions.
Be sure that each step is safe for students. Check with the classroom
volunteer if you aren't sure.

> lf you discover that your activity

is too complicated, keep the most
steps and take out steps that are less important.

!

i

Use clear language to describe each step. Explain any technical terms
simply as possible.

'rportant

+. Be prepaFed.
lf your activity requires any materials, be sure to have enough on hand
when the students arrive. The classroom volunteer will know how many
students are in each group.

KAPow Level 1 (Handout
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Handout EI i Wonkstation

Volunteen Ghecklist

3 t. Goal of the activity
a

oaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Use this

'

handout :

to checkyour
workstation activity
for completeness'

When students leave my workstation, they will have learned this about
my job:

:
:

I
I

=*,,'"

r use in my job:

a
a

a
o
a
o
a
a
a
a

.a"

Mv iob skills that relate to what students learn in school:

a
a
I

a
a
a
a

3
!a

Z. glements in the activity
Talking and listening: how I plan to explain my job; questions to ask students

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a

!a

Hands-on experience: what will it be?

Problem solving: how will I present the problem?

a
a
a

.
!

Visual experience: what images will help students learn something
aoout my job?

a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a

a

.

3. Activity steps (List the steps and then run through them.)

a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a

a
a

(Handout 2) Lesson 5: Worksite

Visit
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Handout El
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These tips will help

i SnHr"fIH"rt*:S,a

suecessrul

Read the following suggestions. They will help you talk comfortably to the
chiidren and lead an activity that will be interesting and meaningful.

you work comfortably
wittr children.

1.

Many first graders cannot yet read. ln second grade, students may be
reading and writing at very different levels. Keep reading and writing
simple. Some students may be able to write only one or two words
while others may write in complete sentences. Praise all answers.

2.

Use language and vocabulary that are appropriate for the age group.
Ask the teacher or volunteer for suggestions and examples. Use clear,
concise language but don't talk down to them.

3.

Students in this age group tend to have short attention spans. Get to
the "hands on" part of your activity quickly.

4.

Praise the children's questions and efforts. Encourage children by
saying, "That's a good question." Never criticize a question. lf a
question seems odd and the child is not acting in a silly or disruptive
way, take the question seriously.

5.

Get all the children involved. lf some children aren't participating, ask
them to be helpers. Not all children may be comfortable speaking up.

6.

Ask first and second graders questions that relate directly to their
experience. Begin questions with phrases such as "Do you like it
when...?" "How would you feel if ...?" "Have you ever noticed...?"
"Did you ever...?"

7.

First and second graders like to play games, act silly, and be funny.
They can be very imaginative. Think of activities in which they can
pretend to be someone else.

8.

First and second graders are eager to please you. Let them know what
you expect. Tell them what the end product of the activity will be. Then
show each step of the process. For example, say, "Today you will get
to practice writing a check." Show them where to put the date, the
name of the person who is to get the money, and the signature.

9.

Be sensitive about family situations. Don't assume that all children live
with both parents or have at least one parent who works. Take cues
from students. lf a child says, "My dad uses computers," it's fine to
ask, "How does your dad use computers?"

10. Make connections between work and school. Whenever there is an
opportunity, connect what students learn in school to what you are
doing at work.
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Here is a selection of books related to the lesson. use them to introduce
the lesson topic, to supplement the lesson activities, or to add reading
choices to the lesson.

aoaaaaaaaaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaoaaaaaaaaaaaa

A Chef by Douglas Florian. Greenwillow, 1992. This
iijii| How We Work Seies book describes a working day
in the life of a chef.
li",.l,:,,.
',,,;:',.,,,

,a Dentr.st's Tools by Kenny DeSantis. Photographs
lf1i..
';;ii.;,.

by Patricia A. Agre. Dodd, Mead & Company, 1988.
,ili;,;; Describes a dentist's office, tools, and the work the

lil:;,

;tii...,,::;,,.;,,
',i1:'lii

dentist does. (By the same author/illustrator team in
a similar format: A Doctor's rools')
The Emergency Room by Anne and Harlow
Rockwell. Macmillan, '1 985. The reader tours a
hospital emergency room, observing the equipment,
the workers, and various medical procedures.

Farming by Gail Gibbons. Holiday House, 1988. An
introduction to farming and the work done on a farm
throughout the seasons.

Fill ft Upl AII about Seruice Stations by Gail Gibbons.
Thomas Y. Crowell, ''l 985. Describes a busy day at a
gas service station, detailing the worl< of the owners,
attendants, anci mechanics.
Fighting a Firc by Brenda Williams. lllustrated by
Andrew MacDonald. Random House, 1987. Text and
illustrations describe a fire station, the duties of the
firefighters, the equipment they use, and how they
put out a fire.
Here Comes the Mail by Glona Skur4rnski. Bradbury,
1992. The inner workings of the postal system are
revealed as the author traces the path of a little girl's
letter from New Mexico to Utah.

How a Book Is Made: A New True Book by Carol
Greene. Childrens Press, 1988. Photos and text take

the reader on a tour of a publishing house, describing
the process and all the people involved in bringing an
idea to the finished product-a published book.
How to Wreck a Building by Elinor Lander HorwiE.
Photographs by Joshua HorwiE. Pantheon Books,
1982. The reader is on site during the severai days
it takes demolition workers to take down an old

school building.

The Storekeeper by Tracey Campbell Pearson. Dial,
1988. Follows the activities of a storekeeper from early
moming when she opens her shop until it's time to
go home.

Tnins at Work by Richard Ammon. Atheneum, 1993.
Depicts what rail workers do and how trains run and
camT products ail over the country.

Truck Song by Diane Siebert. Pictures by Byron
Barton. Thomas Y. Crowell, 1984. Rhymed text
and colorful illustrations take the reader along as
a transcontinental trucker makes his way across
the country.

When

I

See

My Dentist by Susan Kuklin. Bradbury

1988. A young girl describes her visit to the dentist
for a checkup. (By the same author in a similar format:
When I See My Doctor.)

Zoo by Gail Gibbons. Thomas Y. Crowell, 1987.
Provides a behind-the-scenes look at a working day
at the zoo, from the moment the workers arrive until
the night guard locks the gate.
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These fun activity ideas will help you extend and reinforce the lesson
with connections to the major curriculum areas, such as science, social
studies, math, art, and language arts.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaoaaa

What Do You Know?

Let's Gount!

LeNcuace Anrs

Marn

(Reading, Brainstorming)

Before the worksite visit, work with students to
generate lists in two categories about jobs:
"What I Think I Know" and "What I Want to Know."

Now What Do You Know?
Larucunce

Anrs

(Reading, Brainstorming)

After the worksite visit, work with students to
generate lists in two categories about jobs: "What
I Know" and "What I Want to Know." Compare
these lists with the ones in the "What Do You
Know?" activity. Students will see how much
they learned by going on the worksite visit.

Anrs

Maehines That Wonk

Scteruce

(Brainstorming, Design)
lf students saw any machines at the worksite (for
example, computer or sewing machine), ask them
to describe the machines. Give students materials
to design and create their own machines.

SctEruce

(Writing, Drawing)

Students choose a job they would most like to
do from the jobs they saw at the worksite visit.
Students write about and draw the job.

Who Am l?
Soctnl Sruotes (Obseruation, Creative Thinking)
Pull a student's name out of a hat. That student
acts out the job he or she described in the "This ls
the Job I Choose" activity. Classmates try to
guess the job. Give each student a turn.

A Company Munal
Anr

Students count all the people they saw at the
worksite. They can draw figures or make tally
marks. As an extension, students count all the
men workers and all the women workers.

A Healthy Lunch

This ls the Job I Ghoose
ARr, Leruculce

(Computation)

(Design, Drawing)

After the worksite visit, students work together
to draw a detailed mural of what they saw on
their visit.

(Brainstorming, Creative Thinking)

Use pictures from magazines or nutrition chafts
to help students establish what foods are healthy.
Then students brainstorm healthy lunches that
workers could bring to work. Students can make
these lunches from cut out magazine pictures and
construction paper.

Wonk Wonds
Llrucuace ARrs

(Reading, Writing)

Students work in pairs to list as many describing
words as they can from their worksite visit. This
activity can also be done with nouns and verbs.

A Dollan a Day
Mnrn

(Computation)

Tell students that each employee makes a dollar
a day. How much does the company have to pay

the employees in one day? ln one week? ln one
month? ln one year? Use the employee numbers
from the "Let's Countl" activity.
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Answer these questions. Write on the lines.

l-

Write one job you think you will see at the worksite.

2. Why

is the

job important?

3. What skills will a worker need to do the job?

4. What good work habits will be important?

(continued on next page)

KAPOW Level 1 (worksheet

for "Review and Predict" activity, p.

63)
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You.r rranre
5. What team of workers do you think you might find at the worksite?

Draw a picture of yourself going to the worksite.
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KAPOW Level

1

Lesson

5 (worksheet lor "Review and Predict', activity, p. 63)

You.r

nane

Ask the workstation employee these questions. Write the answers on the lines.
What is the workstation number/title?

What is your name?

What is your job?

What does the workstation activity show about your job?

KAPOW Level 1 (worksheet for "Make a Book about the Company" activity, p. 65)

Lesson 5
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Date

Your rltrrre

Name of company:

Fill in the blanks. Share your answers at home with your family.

l. This is the most unusual

or surprising thing I saw:

2. One job I saw was

3- The job helps people because

(continued on next page)
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KAPOW Level

1

Lesson
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(worksheet for "Worksite Visit Summary', activity, p.

66)

4- People learn this in school to do this job.

5. This is an example of an impoftant work habit:

6- This is an example of a team I learned about at the worksite visit:

7. Of all the jobs I saw, I think I'd be best at

because

KAPOW Level 't (worksheet for "Worksite Visit Summary" activity, p. 56)
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